
 
 

MEET THE CONTESTANTS 

 

(nat up/competition) 

 

14 guys, 3 pit crew challenges, 2 stock cars, and the chance at television stardom. 

(nat up/montage competition) 

 

Matt Goodwin BTS 9 

Matt/Indianapolis 

03:20:10 I got to play a member of a pit crew in a commercial one time so I’m probably 

the most experienced guy here 03:20:16 (:06) 

 

Welcome to the Gillette Triple Protection Deodorant Pit Crew Classic. 

(nat up/competition) 

 
GFX: THE GUYS. 

Patrick Dowd Interview BTS 17 

Patrick/Washington, D.C. 

05:15:01 I’m here to be competitive and I mean we’re all pretty athletic guys and I think 

its going to be close no matter what. 05:15:09 (:08) 

 

Gas Man. 

(nat up) 

Jack Man. 

(nat up) 

And The Tire Changer. (:04) 

(nat up) 

 

(nat up/guys setting up studio) 

 

A Chicago studio turned pit stop was the backdrop.. (:04) 

 

CLIP  00239Z 

 

01:11:29:23 petty guy adjusting clock 

 

01: 11:54:19 (to camera) I hope this is where he wants it, we’ll find out, (:02) 

 

.. the guys were suited up.. (:02) 

(nat/up-trying on jumpsuits) 

 

Ryan/Philadelphia, PA  



Ryan Philly BTS 8 (:04) 

03:04:48 I think everybody has a good shot whether you’re the oldest guy here or one of 

the youngest  (smiles, winks at the camera) 03:04:52  

 

then lined up in pit row.. for a briefing on the competition. (:04) 

 

(nat/up-instructions from director) 

 

Then it was time for their close-ups.. with sexy host and car expert Barbara Terry. 

(:05) 

(nat/up Barbara making introduction.. 

nat up full “this is..  

 

Barbara Terry interview BTS 6 

02:31:16  I’m a pretty good judge of character from the get go and I think the guys are 

extremely passionate about obviously going this far to get here and I think it’s going to be 

a great competition 02:31:28 (:12) 

 

So how did the guys size things up? (:03) 

(all of the following sots to be boxed over video and nat sot pops of practice, 

competition/trash talking, etc) 

 

Wayne/Dallas  

Guys sitting and Wayne Interview BTS 9   

 

03:12:22 I’ve been around the motor sports industry since I could walk.. done some tire 

changing, things of that nature in the past, I might of did a little practicing last weekend 

just in preparation 03:12:32 (:10) 

 

Johnmark/Cincinnati/BTS 18 

Johnmark Interview 

05:21:29  it sounded like fun, I enjoy competing In different things, be a good chance to 

get up here learn more about Nascar (:06) 

 

There was a lot of confidence: (:02) 

 

Scott/San Francisco, CA/BTS 16 

Clip 000265  

 04:44:52 

A lot of them are taller than I am they look like they’re pretty strong.. I think what I have 

on them is quickness and determination. 04:45:00 (:08) 

 

Matt Wood Interview BTS 8 

Matt/Detroit 

02:53:39  well I just filled up my car with gas yesterday so I feel like I got that part of it 

looking real good 02:53:46 (:07) 



 

Omari/Miami 

Interview #2/BTS 16 

04:47:07 (laughs) never  changed a tire in my life or jacked up a car or changed oil in that 

sense.. so it’s an experience.. a new experience 04:47:14 (:07) 

 

Some concern: (:02) 

 

Tom & Q Interview BTS 6 

Q/Alanta, GA  

 

02:40:06  I feel like it’s ok, I’m a little nervous about lining up the jack though, I don’t 

want to mess up the car 02:40:10 (:04) 

 

Tom/Richmond, VA  BTS 8 (:05) 

Clip 0007LS 

03:02:46 I’m pretty confident with a jack or impact wrench, but I don’t know about the 

fueling part. 03:02:51 

 

And finally ..one grand prize winner. Scott from San Francisco is jetting to 

Charlotte for a private dinner with race car driver Kasey Kahne (Kane) (:06) 

 

Scott/San Francisco /Winner interview  

 

06:34:37 I had a great time.. it was more than I expected..Gillette was great ..everything 

was fantastic the set is fantastic the crew has been excellemt.. I’ve had a great time. 

06:34:46 

 

Find out more about the Gillette Triple Protection Pit Crew Classic at 

www.pitcrewclassic.com. (:08) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


